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PC market is a mature market never lacking creativity .Dell used to be world wide
No.1 player only depending on its direct model, while Michael Dell introduced in-
direct model 5 years before and gave up direct model from then. Lenovo tried
multi-business many years ago and came back to PC business focus later ,
Lenovo is devoted to PC business and expand his business oversea through
acquisition both IBM and NEC, now Lenovo is the second PC player globe. Jobs
was keeping driving creation and innovation even in a tough time, and Apple wins
in computer panel and intelligence mobile business sector, also it keeps a very
strong momentum. HP becomes No.1 player now because of its CSMB market
strategy, while because of the globe economic crisis, its market share dropped a
lot for the past two years, There was a rumor that HP was thinking to sell its PC
business in 2011, Later in 2012, HP announced that PC business is merged into
Imaging business;
It is obvious that creation is everywhere in PC market to impact the future both
player and consumer. This article is using marketing strategy theory, builds Dell
marketing strategy analysis model and has a detailed analysis on its factors and
quantify each of them. Study Dell marketing strategy transforming. And later
through the comparison before and after strategy and comparison with Lenovo
and Apple, also study the coherence with cooperate strategy and function sector
strategy. And then come to the conclusion and suggestions.
Dell can consider to build a differentiated marketing strategy on different
customers. Focusing on valuable solution and service offering in PLE segments ,
Expanding retails and emerging market in CSMB segments and Improve channel
management skills.
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